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RECOIL PHASE EFFECT IN EXCLUSIVE B DECAYS:IMPLICATIONS FOR CP VIOLATION� ��B.F.L. WardDepartment of Physis and AstronomyThe University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-1200, USASLAC, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94309, USAandCERN, Theory Division, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland(Reeived April 4, 2001)In the perturbative QCD approah to exlusive B deays to two lightmesons, the leading twist ontribution orresponds to those diagrams in theLepage�Brodsky expansion in whih the would be spetator quark reeivesits reoil momentum via one gluon exhange. We show that the resultingamplitude, whih in the spetator model is real, aquires an imaginary partwhih may be omparable in size to its real part. Thus, this soure of thestrong interation phase in the amplitude must be taken into aount ingeneral to disuss, reliably, the expetations for CP violation in B deaysat any B-fatory type senario.PACS numbers: 12.38.Bx, 13.25.Hw, 11.30.ErWith the start up of the SLAC and KEK and HERA-B B-fatories andwith the imminent upgrades the CESR and Tevatron mahines to CP viola-tion in B deays apability omes the need to larify the theoretial expeta-tions for this phenomenon. One important aspet of this phenomenon is thepossible interplay between the strong and weak phases in the respetive de-ay amplitudes. In partiular, in deays suh as B ! ��, where amplitudeswith both tree level and penguin ontributions are involved, it is neessaryto know all soures of a possible di�erene in their strong phases as wellas their weak phases. In this ommuniation, we point-out an importantsoure of a di�erene in the strong phases of penguins and tree ontribu-tions that is generally overlooked in the literature [1, 2℄. In Refs. [3�6℄, we� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on b Physis and CP Violation,Craow, Poland, January 5�7, 2001.�� Work partly supported by the US Department of Energy Contrats DE-FG05-91ER40627 and DE-AC03-76ER00515.(1835)



1836 B.F.L. Wardhave always treated this new strong phase soure rigorously. As we illus-trate below, unless the partiular CP asymmetry parameter manifests itselfalready with amplitudes that only involve a single strong phase, this newstrong phase must be taken into aount to get reliable theoretial ontrolof the respetive parameter.More preisely, the situation an already be seen in the diagrams in Fig. 1for the proess �Bs ! �K0S, whih are to be evaluated in the perturbativeQCD formalism of Lepage and Brodsky in Ref. [7℄ following the developmentof Ref. [8℄. See also Ref. [9℄ for further appliations of the methods inRef. [8℄. The graph in Fig. 1(a) has the important property that, beause������������������
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(a) (b)Fig. 1. The proess �Bs ! �+K0S. The four-momenta are indiated in the standardmanner: PA is the four-momentum of A for all A. To leading order in the pertur-bative QCD expansion de�ned by Lepage and Brodsky in Ref. [7℄, the two graphsshown are the only ones that ontribute in the fatorisation ansatz when penguinsand olour exhange between the outgoing � partons and the outgoing K0S partonsare ignored. The remaining graphs in whih the gluon G is exhanged between thewould-be spetator �s and the remaining � parton lines as well as the penguin typegraphs are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, where we see that, for QCD penguins, there isthe added possibility that the gluon G interats with the penguin gluon itself, ofourse.mB > mb +ms, it is possible for the (heavy) b quark propagator to reahits perturbative QCD mass shell. This generates an imaginary part forthis graph in omparison to the graph in Fig. 1(b). Similar onlusionshold for the graphs in Figs. 2 and 3 as well � the graphs in whih thewould-be spetator reeives its reoil 4-momentum from the heavy quarkline aquire an imaginary part. We refer to this e�et as the reoil phasee�et [3�6, 10℄. This e�et was always treated properly in our analyses inRefs. [3�6℄. In Ref. [10℄, it was also treated properly. In Refs. [1,2℄, it is nottaken into aount. In a reent analysis of the proess B ! �� in Ref. [11℄,the dominant `Tree' reoil phases in the analogue of Fig. 1 is negletedwhereas the reoil phase in the diagrams in Fig. 2 and 3 are treated insome approximation. Thus, the issue is quantitative. Does it really matterwhether one treats this reoil phase e�et or not?
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Fig. 2. The olour exhange graphs for the proess �Bs ! � +K0S to leading orderin the Lepage�Brodsky expansion in Ref. [7℄, ignoring penguins. The kinematis isas de�ned in Fig. 1.������������������





- -Ĝ ^_ _@@U �������V @@�� -�BsP �Bs KsPKs+�P�b W�s(a) dd�d ������ 		- -G^_̂ _@@U �������V @@�� -�Bs Ks +�b W�s(b) dd�d������������������ 						- -G^ ^_ _@@U �������V @@�� -�BsP �Bs KsPKs+�P�b W�s(c) dd�d ��������� 			- -G^_̂ _@@U �������V @@�� -�Bs Ks +�b W�s(d) dd�d��������� 			- -Ĝ ^_ _@@U �������G@@�� -�BsP �Bs KsPKs+ � � ��P�b W�s(e) dd�dFig. 3. The penguin graphs for the proess �Bs ! � + K0S, to leading order inthe Lepage-Brodsky expansion de�ned in Ref. [7℄. The kinematis is as de�ned inFig. 1.To answer this question, we use the results [6℄ we have obtained for theproess in Figs. 1�3. Spei�ally, we ompute the deay width � ( �Bs ! �K0S)and the penguin shift of the CP violating angle 's sine, sin, where  isde�ned as in Ref. [12℄. Here, following Ref. [13℄, we de�ne the respetiveshift as �sin whih is given by� sin(2)��(sin(2)) � =�12(1 + j�j2) (1)for � = AT e�i�T+iÆT +Pj APje�i�Pj+iÆPjAT e+i�T+iÆT +Pj APje+i�Pj+iÆPj ; (2)



1838 B.F.L. Wardwhere the amplitude AT e�i�T+iÆT orresponds to the tree-level weak pro-esses in Figs. 1 and 2 and the amplitudes APje�i�Pj+iÆPj orrespond to therespetive penguin proesses in Fig. 3. Here, we identify the weak phases ofthe respetive amplitudes as �r, r = T; Pj and the attendant strong phasesas Ær, r = T; Pj . In general, j = 1; 2 distinguishes the eletri and magnetipenguins when this is required, as one an see in the Appendix in Ref. [6℄.In this notation, we have  � �T .The details of our alulation are given in Ref. [6℄. Here, for om-pleteness, we summarise the basi theoretial framework. Conerning theCabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawa (CKM) matrix itself, we follow the onven-tions of Gilman and Kleinkneht in Ref. [14℄ for the CP -violating phaseÆ13 � Æ and in view of the urrent limits on it we onsider the entire range0 � Æ � 2�. For the CKM matrix parameters Vtd and Vub we also onsidertheir extremal values from Ref. [14℄ (the Partile Data Group (PDG) om-pilation). To parametrise these extremes, we use the notation de�ned inRef. [15℄ for jVub=Vbj in terms of the parameter Rb = 0:385� 0:166 [14℄. Allother CKM matrix element parameters are taken at their entral values [14℄.We note that the QCD orretions to the weak interation Lagrangian willbe represented via the QCD orreted e�etive weak interation HamiltonianHe� as it is de�ned in Ref. [15℄He� = GFp2 24Xj=u;V �jqVjb( 2Xk=1Qjqk ~Ck(�) + 10Xk=3Qqk ~Ck(�))35+ h.. ; (3)where the Wilson oe�ients ~Ci and operators Qk are as given in Ref. [15℄,GF is Fermi's onstant, � is is the renormalization sale and is of O(mb)and here q = s. The appliation of this e�etive weak interation Hamil-tonian to our proess �Bs ! �K0S then proeeds aording to the real-ization of the Lepage�Brodsky expansion as desribed in Ref. [8℄. Thisleads to the �dominant� ontribution in whih the � is interpolated intothe operator O2 = Q1 in He� via the fatorised urrent matrix elementh�j�u(0)�PLu(0)j0i, PL � 12(1 � 5) so that the respetive remaining ur-rent in O2 = Q1 is responsible for the �Bs to K0S transition shown in Fig. 1,to whih we refer as the no olour exhange `Tree' ontribution (NCT). InFig. 2, we show the graphs in whih olour is exhanged between the would-be spetator �s in Fig. 1 and the outgoing � parton lines and in Fig. 3 weshow the respetive penguin graphs: the dominant graphs aording to thepresription in Ref. [8℄ (3(a), 3(b)), the olour exhange graphs (3(), 3(d)),and the exhange of the hard gluon G between the would-be spetator �s andthe penguin gluon itself for QCD penguins, 3(e), whih we also will lassifyas olour exhange. The omplete amplitude for the proess under study



Reoil Phase E�et in Exlusive B Deays : : : 1839here is given by the sum of the ontribution of the graphs in Fig. 1 andthose of the graphs in Figs. 2 and 3, to leading order in the Lepage�Brodskyexpansion de�ned in Ref. [7℄ and realized aording to the presription inRef. [8℄ as we have just desribed for Fig. 1, for example. The ompleteresult for the amplitude for �Bs ! �+K0S is given in Ref. [6℄, where its impli-ations for the measurement of the unitarity triangle angle  are presented.Here, we investigate the reoil phase e�et in this amplitude in its variousaspets from Figs. 1, 2, and 3, separately.We take for de�niteness the entral CKM values. As the individualphases whih we present are purely due to strong interations, we may pro-eed in this way without loss of physial information. We also set the valueof the e�etive weak interation parameter (here, note ~C1 = C2; ~C2 = C1)a2, whih is C2(mB) + C1(mB)=N in perturbative QCD, to be the reentphenomenologial value a2 �= 0:24 as found in Ref. [16℄, but, as it sales theweak interation, it will not a�et the individual strong phases whih westudy. When we ombine the various ontributions from Figs. 1�3 to formthe entire amplitude, then the weak parameters are important in determin-ing the total phase variation of the amplitude and its attendant CP violatingproperties, as we shall see. More preisely, we �rst isolate the reoil phaseof the ontribution to the amplitude from the graphs in Fig. 1. From ourformulas in Ref. [6℄ we get the strong reoil phase (all phases are in radiansunless expliitly indiated otherwise)ÆNCT = 0:528 : (4)Already, this is an important result, as it and its analoga have been missedby all previous analyses of exlusive B and D deays to two light mesonsexept the authors' analyses [3�6℄ and the analysis in Ref. [10℄. Evidently,analyses suh as that in Ref. [17℄ whih sometimes assume that ÆNCT is zeroare misguided and inorret. As we have heked following the proedures inRef. [6℄, variation of the fundamental parameters in our alulation does nothange the strong phases of our amplitude by more than � 15%, so that theresult in (4) and its analoga in similar B deays must be taken into aountin CP violation studies.Continuing in this way, we ompute the strong reoil phase e�et for thegraphs in Fig. 2 as ÆCET = 0:295 ; (5)where we use the notation introdued in Ref. [6℄ to denote ontribution fromFig. 2 as the olour exhange tree ontribution CET. Similarly, the graphsin Fig. 3(a), (b), (), (d) have the strong reoil phasesÆP1 = 0:471; ÆP2 = 0:360 ; (6)



1840 B.F.L. Wardwhere Pj denotes the eletri(j = 1) or magneti(j = 2) penguin ontri-bution, respetively. The graphs in Figs. 3(), (d) have the strong reoilphase ÆCEP = �0:318 ; (7)where CEP denotes penguin graphs with olour exhange between the quarks,so that the graph in Fig. 3(e), whih involves the olour exhange betweenthe the quarks in the �Bs and K0S mesons and the penguin gluon, has thestrong reoil phase ÆCEGP whih we alulate to beÆCEGP = 2:33 ; (8)where we neglet the magneti form fator in these last two results. Oneomment is immediate: the di�erent values of the strong reoil phases we�nd mean that they an not be ignored as some irrelevant over-all fator ineither alulating the rates for the exlusive B deays or alulating the CPasymmetries in these deays.Indeed, if we set the phases in Eqs. (4)�(8) to zero, we get a di�erentset of results for the rate for the deay and its penguin pollution of thetime dependent asymmetry: we �nd the total deay rate � ( �Bs ! �K0S) thatsatis�es 0:221 � 10�20 GeV� fBs0:141 GeV�2 � � � �Bs ! �K0S� �0:160 � 10�20 GeV� fBs0:141 GeV�2 (9)and we �nd for example the penguin shift of sin 2 plotted in Fig. 4. Thus,the shift is less than 29% ( allowing a 3� measurement of sin 2) for 0 � � 75:1Æ and 103:4Æ �  � 180Æ. These results should be ompared withthe analogous presented in Ref. [6℄, where we found, when the reoil strongphases are not set to zero, that0:495 � 10�20 GeV� fBs0:141 GeV�2 � � ( �Bs ! �K0S) �0:329 � 10�21 GeV� fBs0:141 GeV�2 (10)and that the shift is less than 29% for 0 �  � 40:5Æ and 102:5Æ �  �157:9Æ. The di�erenes in these two sets of results show that the reoilphase e�et annot be ignored in exlusive B deays of the type disussedin this paper.
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Fig. 4. Penguin shift of the CP asymmetry sin(2) in �Bs ! �K0S for Rb = 0:385for the matrix element with the reoil phase set to zero by using the priniple valuepresription in the diagrams in Figs. 1�3. The analogous plots obtain for the �1�values of Rb as disussed in the text.This brings us to a omparison of our analysis with those presented inRefs. [1, 2, 11℄. To illustrate the size of the reoil phase e�et, we use the�B ! �� proess whih we have already analysed in Ref. [5℄ and whihBeneke et al. have treated in Ref. [11℄. From our Eq. (5) in Ref. [5℄ we seethat, if the reoil phases are set to zero in de�ning the integrals over thelight-one frations in the analogue of the diagrams in Figs. 1�3 here for the�+�� ase, the deay rates given in Eq. (8) of Ref. [5℄ are hanged by asmuh as � 90%. Moreover, if, as Beneke et al. do, we set to zero the reoilphase of the `dominant' Tree ontribution in the analogue of Fig. 1 here,these deay rates are still hanged by as muh as � 90%. Thus, none of thetreatments of the reoil phase in Refs. [1, 2, 11℄ is su�ient.The situation is entirely similar to the �K0S ase disussed above insofaras the time dependent CP violating asymmetry is onerned � neither theomplete neglet of the reoil phase in Refs. [1, 2℄ nor the neglet of the



1842 B.F.L. Wardreoil phase of the dominant `Tree' ontribution from the analogue of Fig. 1here as in Ref. [11℄ gives the proper result shown in Fig. 4 of Ref. [5℄ forthe dependene of the penguin pollution on Æ13. To see how big the re-spetive distortion an be on the CP violating asymmetry itself, we plot inFig. 5 the value of the diret CP violating asymmetry [17℄, AdirCP (��), for the�B ! �+�� ase as derived from Eq. (5) in Ref. [5℄. This should be om-
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Fig. 5. Diret CP asymmetry for �B ! �+��, AdirCP (��)d, for Rb = 0:385 asalulated from the amplitude in Eq. (5) of Ref. [5℄, whih is derived from theanaloga of the diagrams in Figs. 1�3.pared to the result of Beneke et al. [11℄, �0:04�sin. Evidently, experimentwill soon distinguish these two results. For referene, we also reord the di-ret CP violating asymmetry for the �Bs ! �K0S ase, AdirCP (�K0S)s, as afuntion of  in Fig. 6. We see that it is substantial in a large part of thepreferred regime 45Æ �  � 135Æ, just as it has a large part of its mostnonzero value in this region in the ase of AdirCP (�+��)d. The reoil phasee�et is an essential part of the results in Figs. 5 and 6. For proving CPviolation in the B system, these modes suggest that a measurement of AdirCPmay be a reasonable way to proeed.
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Fig. 6. Diret CP asymmetry for �Bs ! �K0S, AdirCP (�K0S)s, for Rb = 0:385 asalulated from the diagrams in Figs. 1�3.Next, we turn to the ase of the modesD��, where we follow the notationof Ref. [17℄ and refer to f = D�+��; �f = D���+. A strategy advoatedin Ref. [17℄ is to measure the ombination 2� +  in the time-dependentasymmetries for �B ! f and �B ! �f using the fat that the produt �(d)f ��(d)�fyields e�2i(2�+) if we de�ne (here, �d is the Bd mixing phase 2�, � � jVusj)�(d)f = �e�i�dA( �B0d ! f)A(B0d ! f) = �e�i(�d+)�1� �2�2Rb � �MfM �f ;�(d)�f = �e�i�dA( �B0d ! �f)A(B0d ! �f) = �e�i(�d+)� �2Rb1� �2�M �f�Mf ; (11)for the amplitudes A( �B0d ! f; �f) and their CP onjugates, respetively.Thus, �Mf ; M �f are the respetive strong interation matrix elements de�nedin Eq. (3.26) of Ref. [17℄. The point is that, in the atual extration of thetime dependent asymmetry, the strong reoil phase e�et gives a non-trivial



1844 B.F.L. Wardvalue to the strong phase �S , as de�ned in Ref. [17℄, in the ratio �Mf=M �f .In Ref. [17℄, this phase has been set to 0 to estimate how aurately theweak phase ould be measured in the LHCB environment. Upon alulatingthe analogue of Fig. 1 for these proesses, we �nd that the value of �S is�253:6Æ. Thus, the analysis in Ref. [17℄ should address non-trivial values of�S also.The analysis in Ref. [17℄ also attempts to use u-spin and SU(3) symmetryto isolate  in several modes, �B ! �K, �Bs;d ! 	=JK0S, and �B ! ��; KKmodes. Here, we disuss the perturbative QCD expetations for these as-sumptions. Sine the tree and penguin ontributions enter with di�erentCKM oe�ients, V �UDVUb, to show the inadequay of u-spin symmetry, itis enough to fous on the analogue of Fig. 1 for these deays. The om-plete preditions from the analogue of all the graphs in Figs. 1�3 will appearelsewhere [18℄. For the proesses �Bs;d ! 	=JK0S we �nd for the analoga ofFig. 1 the reoil phasesÆT (Bs) = 0:982 ; ÆT (Bd) = 2:24 ; (12)and the ratio of strong transition amplitude moduli squaredjA0j2jAj2 = 1:81 ; (13)where ÆT (Bs); ÆTBd are the respetive strong reoil phases for the graphsin Fig. 1 for the �Bd and �Bs ases respetively and A0; A are the respetivestrong transition amplitudes. Evidently, the assumption of SU(3) and u-spinsymmetry in exlusive B deays to light mesons is ompletely unfounded andthe reoil phase e�et makes the situation even more aute; for, if the reoilphase is ignored, the 1.81 in (13) beomes 2.24.In summary, we have shown that the physial phenomenon of the reoilphase e�et is important for CP violation studies in B deays to two lightmesons. We have shown how to take it into aount in Refs. [3�6℄. Welook forward to its further appliation to the exiting �eld of CP violationstudies in exlusive B deays.The author aknowledges the kind hospitality of Prof. C. Presott andSLAC Group A and helpful disussions with Drs. P. Dauney and RobertFleisher and Prof. L. Laneri at various stages of this work. The authorthanks Prof. M. Je»abek and the Organizing Committee for inviting him toleture in the 2001 Craow Epiphany Conferene.



Reoil Phase E�et in Exlusive B Deays : : : 1845Notes added1. The imaginary parts whih we �nd in the reoil exhanges in Figs. 1�3are all leading twist e�ets. They arise from the (anomalous) solu-tions of the respetive Cutkowsky�Landau�Bjorken equations assoi-ated with these graphs, as desribed in the book by J.D. Bjorken andS.D. Drell, Relativisti Quantum Fields, MGraw-Hill, Menlo Park,1965. Any onsistent dispersive treatment of these graphs has to takeall of these solutions into aount, both anomalous and non-anomaloussolutions.2. As the semi-leptoni deay distribution has the form d� (B ! XU +`+ �`) = jVUbj2jFUQCDj2dLIPS, U = u; , where dLIPS is the respetiveLorentz invariant phase spae fator and both the moduli jVUbj and thestrong interation transition amplitude fator FUQCD are CP invariant,it follows that the analogue of the reoil phase in Fig. 1 for the semi-leptoni deays does not generate CP violation in these deays.3. We �nally stress that the Lepage�Brodsky expansion in Ref. [7℄ is anexat re-arrangement of the exat Bethe�Salpeter bound state tran-sition amplitude. Only when authors make arbitrary trunations ofthe expansion, for example, treating the endpoint ontributions athigher twist without inluding the respetive Sudakov resummationthat makes them �nite, do unknown parameters appear in the appli-ation of the expansion to hard interation proesses suh as exlusiveB deays to two light mesons.REFERENCES[1℄ D. Du et al., Phys. Rev. D48, 3400 and 4155 (1993) and referenes therein;A. Deandrea et al., Phys. Lett. B320, 170 (1994); B318, 549 (1993) andreferenes therein.[2℄ A. Ali, G. Kramer, C.-D. Lu, Phys. Rev. D58, 094009 (1998); Phys. Rev.D59, 014005 (1999); L.L. Chau et al., Phys. Rev. D43, 2176 (1991);N.G. Desphande, B. Dutta, S. Oh, Phys. Rev. D57, 5723 (1998); Phys. Lett.B473, 141 (2000); G. Kramer et al., Phys. Rev.D52, 6411 (1995); Nul. Phys.B428, 77 (1994); Commun. Theor. Phys. 27, 457 (1997); D. Du et al., Phys.Rev. D60, 054015 (1999) and referenes therein.[3℄ B.F.L. Ward, Nuovo Cim. 98A, 401 (1987) and referenes therein.[4℄ B.F.L. Ward, Phys. Rev. Lett. 70, 2533 (1993).[5℄ B.F.L. Ward, Phys. Rev. D51, 6253 (1995).[6℄ B.F.L. Ward, Preprint UTHEP-97-1001, hep-ph/9806310.
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